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Abstract 

 

These days, the strategic tool of branding concepts is not limited to just product brands but also 

used for place brands. Place brands have the need to differentiate themselves from other places 

in the eyes of stakeholders. By effectively communicating with its stakeholders, place brands 

can harvest the benefits of having strong brand associations. One relatively new and unexplored 

way of communicating the place brand is through the use of event marketing. Event marketing 

is a strategic tool that is used to communicate to the stakeholders, influence customers and add 

to the brand. The purpose of this thesis is to provide a better understanding on how event 

marketing is used to communicate place brands. 

 

To achieve the purpose of the thesis a qualitative case study of Swedish ski-resorts where 

chosen. The primary data was collected through semi-structured interviews with two 

knowledgeable and experienced people in the area of the branding process for Swedish ski-

resorts.  

 

The findings indicate that places have different stakeholder groups that they consider more or 

less important but that the activities places conduct will affect all groups rendering them almost 

equally important. When it comes to the use of event marketing, places conduct well planned 

long term events and sponsorships with firmly set objectives. For what purpose and how this 

is done depends on the stakeholders, the objectives with the event and what the place want to 

communicate. The findings further suggest that some of the purposes can be to add to the 

place’s brands image, to attract customers, to illuminate certain aspects of the place and to 

provide “that little extra” to the customers’ satisfaction.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Sammanfattning 

 

Nuförtiden används de strategiska verktygen inom ”branding” ej uteslutande för produkt 

varumärken men även för plats varumärken. Plats varumärken måste differentiera sig själva 

gentemot andra platser för att sticka ut och attrahera intressegrupper. Genom att effektivt 

kommunicera med intressegrupperna kan plats varumärken skörda fördelarna som kommer 

med starka varumärkesassociationer. Ett relativt nytt och outforskat sätt att kommunicera plats 

varumärken är genom event-marknadsföring. Event-marknadsföring är ett strategiskt verktyg 

som används för att kommunicera med intressegrupper, influera kunder och bygga på 

varumärket. Syftet med denna uppsats är att ge en bättre förståelse för hur event-

marknadsföring används för att kommunicera plats varumärken. 

 

 För att uppnå syftet med uppsatsen har en kvalitativ fallstudie av svenska skidorter gjorts. Den 

primära datan samlades in genom semi-strukturerade intervjuer med två erfarna personer inom 

området varumärkesbyggnad av svenska skidorter.  

 

Resultaten indikerar att platser har olika intressegrupper som de anser vara av mer eller mindre 

betydelse, men aktiviteterna som platserna genomför påverkar alla intressegrupper, därför kan 

de olika intressegrupperna anses vara av nästan lika stor vikt. När det kommer till event-

marknadsföring håller platser välplanerade långsiktiga event med klart definierade mål. 

Anledningen och sättet det är gjort på, beror på intressegrupperna, målen, och vad platsen vill 

kommunicera. Vidare indikerar resultaten att dessa anledningar kan vara att bygga på platsens 

”image”, attrahera kunder, belysa vissa aspekter och för att erbjuda det där lilla extra som bidrar 

till kundens förnöjelse. 
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1 Introduction 
In this chapter the topic of the thesis will be presented. To introduce the topic, a background 

is given that later will lead down to a problem discussion. This chapter will end in the overall 

purpose and research questions and finally, the outline of the thesis is presented.  

 

1.1 Background 
Branding has become one of the most strategic marketing tools of the new economy. Several 

concepts such as brand image, brand identity and brand personality have been developed as a 

result of a multitude of studies done in the area due to the strategic power branding 

holds. (Kaplan, Yurt , Guneri , & Kurtulus, 2010)  When a consumer sees a commercial, 

advertising for a product, or pass a store, the consumer reacts and interprets the product after 

the status the product has in the consumers mind. The reaction might be that it is too expensive, 

low quality, high quality, boring etc. most of the consumers will however react in a matter that 

corresponds with the given brand that the company or place is trying to 

communicate. (Strategic Direction, 2011)  

  

These days branding theories are no longer just applied to what traditionally is known as a 

product but also on for example places. (Kaplan, Yurt , Guneri , & Kurtulus, 2010) The 

different features of a city, including its location, the history, natural resources etc. can be used 

to create a city’s brand image that distinctively separates it from other cities (Childers, Kemp, 

& Williams, 2012). Furthermore just like for consumer products, a place has a set of personality 

characteristics that are either appealing to the consumer or not appealing. (Kaplan, Yurt , 

Guneri , & Kurtulus, 2010) The difference between place branding and the branding of a 

product or service is that the residents in a place tend to be more heterogeneous than the 

segments targeted when promoting a product or service (Childers, Kemp, & Williams, 

2012). The residents then interact with both each other and the people that come to visit, these 

interactions are then what form the social environment in a place and can in the end play a key 

role in how the brand image of the place is perceived. (Braun, Kavartzis, & Zenker, 

2013) Therefore in order to be successful with the branding of a place this heterogeneous group 

of stakeholders has to be kept in mind (Childers, Kemp, & Williams, 2012).  

  

When a consumer chooses a product or place they tend to choose brands that match the 

perceived image they have of themselves, or the image they would like to portray. When a 
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brand and a consumer fit together, strong and favorable connections between the brand and the 

consumer are created that helps the consumers make self-brand connections. (Childers, Kemp, 

& Williams, 2012)  In place branding the attitude towards the brand, and the perceived quality 

and uniqueness of the brand are the variables that research predicts to be the sources of self-

brand connections. (Childers, Kemp, & Williams, 2012)   Where the attitude towards the brand 

is the consumers overall evaluation of the brand, the perceived quality is the assessed overall 

excellence of the product made by the consumer when comparing the product to competitive 

products, and brand uniqueness is the attributes of the product that distinguish it from other 

products. (Ibid) 

  

The new millennium has brought change to the way marketing communication is done (Schmitt 

& Zarantonello, 2013). Marketers have to adapt to the modern ways of communicating their 

brands in a market where many industries are close to saturation and products are no longer 

purchased only due to quality or functional benefits (Whelan & Wohlfeil, 2006).  One of the 

relatively new communication platforms in the marketer’s toolkit that has the ability to 

influence customers and build on the brand quality is event marketing (Schmitt & Zarantonello, 

2013). Events can be presented in various shapes and form. The event can be made and owned 

solely by the organization itself, or the organization can act through a third party where the 

organization provide financial means or “know-how” in the exchange of visibility and 

association rights, through what is known as sponsorship. (Ibid) Event marketing and 

sponsorship both goes under the same category but sponsorship lacks some of the 

communication opportunities that comes with hosting an event. With a sponsorship the brand 

is completely connected to the event and is offered little opportunity to further communicate 

with the customers. (Drengner, Hansjoerg, & Steffen, 2008) If hosting an event on 

the other hand, for example a product launch event, road shows, product sampling, fundraiser 

etc. (Schmitt & Zarantonello, 2013) much more room for communication between the brand 

and the consumer is created (Drengner, Hansjoerg, & Steffen, 2008). Furthermore by using 

events as a tool to communicate a brand, organizations creates an opportunity to engage the 

potential customer in activities that can help contribute to the process of building brand 

image (ibid), which has significant impact on the choice of destination for travelers (Kaplan, 

Yurt , Guneri , & Kurtulus, 2010).  
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1.2 Problem discussion 
Event marketing is used as a communication tool that addresses the emotional side of 

consumers. A positive emotion towards an event will generate a positive evaluation by the 

event attendee towards the hosting brand. (Dregner et al 2008) Therefore event marketing can 

be used for enhancing and in some cases changing the associations consumers have about a 

brands image (Ibid). Event marketing research tend to focus on the different attributes of event 

marketing and how these attributes are connected to the different elements of a brand (Schmitt 

& Zarantonello, 2013; Whelan & Wohlfeil, 2006; Crowther & Donlan, 2011). Even though the 

researchers have taken different approaches in their articles, they are all in agreement on the 

fact that event marketing offers an opportunity for brands to build (or reinforce) relationships 

with customers (consumers and/or event attendees) (ibid). Furthermore, studies have shown 

that event marketing have a positive impact on brand equity, due to the additional brand 

experience that an event attendee undergoes at the event (Schmitt & Zarantonello, 2013)  

   

 “Successful branding strategies for places and destinations can increase economic benefits as 

well as harmonize culture and social consciousness”. (Childers, Kemp, & Williams, 2012)   

  

Places are very complex and varied brands (Kavaratzis, 2005). To gain a better understanding 

of the different elements of a place brand, place-marketing managers are looking for inspiration 

from what used to be only product and corporate branding theories and applying these theories 

to the concept of place branding (Ibid). Kaplan et al. (2010) discuss the similarities between the 

product brand personality concept and the place brand personality concept and comes up with 

some common characteristics that are of importance for both products and places.   

  

 An essential part of the development of a place brand is an understanding of the relationship 

between the people and the place (Aitken & Campelo, 2011) However, most research on place 

branding focuses only on external target groups and highly neglects internal stakeholders such 

as residents. It is important not to forget about the internal stakeholders, as their behavior and 

their culture can be a decisive factor on how the place is perceived by external stakeholders. 

(Braun, Kavartzis, & Zenker, 2013) Residents can also play an important role to external target 

markets as their views of the place are often considered to be more authentic, informal, and a 

good source of inside information (Ibid). This vison is further reinforced by 
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de Lencastre and Côrte-Real (2010) that aims at expanding the concept and definition of a 

brand to be much more complex than it is currently viewed. Arguing for a brand to be seen as 

an elaborate network of relationships between its main elements, rather than just in its 

singularities such as a label, an organization, its customers or stakeholders (ibid). It is a more 

elaborate and complex structure of a brand, as well as a place brand that is partially based on 

the social structures of the brand, which widens the concept of a brand. A brand now consider 

as well as the stakeholders, the interaction of how multiple perspectives generates new meaning 

to the brand. (Aitken & Campelo, 2011)  

  

Several studies have shown that there is a direct link between how a consumer views different 

destinations images and where the consumer decides to go. (Erfurt & Johnsen, 2003) 

Furthermore, previous research shows that if a person feels like the place reflects their self-

identity both from a visitor perspective and a resident perspective that people are more likely 

to speak well about the place, more likely to visit and more likely to reside there. (Zenker, 

2011; Kaplan et al, 2010) Therefore the image of a destination has become a key factor for 

managers of destinations in their marketing strategy, and knowing how target groups react to a 

certain events can help them communicate with target groups more effectively (Erfurt & 

Johnsen, 2003)  

 

To develop a certain personality of a place, there are three main techniques where event 

branding is one of them. Events can be used not only to attract attention and recognition but 

also to create certain associations between the place and its attributes that can be regarded as 

beneficial. (Kavaratzis & Ashworth, 2005) The few studies that touches the subject of how 

events can impact the image of a place (Erfurt & Johnsen 2003; Connaughton et al. 2011) 

focuses on how one large international event such as the world economic forum in Davos, 

Switzerland (Erfurt & Johnsen 2003) impacts the image of Davos, or how the quality of an 

international sports event can impact a place either positively or negatively (Connaughton et 

al, 2011). Leaving room for further research on the subject if a destination could affect its image 

through a series of smaller events (Erfurt & Johnsen 2003). 
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1.3 Purpose and research questions 
Based on the problem discussion above, the purpose of this thesis is to provide a better 

understanding on how event marketing is used to communicate place brands. 

 

The research questions for this thesis are: 

 

1. How can the stakeholders that place brands are trying to communicate with be 

described? 

2. How can the objectives/benefits of event marketing for place brands be described? 

 

With the above stated research questions we will gain the necessary knowledge that is needed 

to achieve the previously stated purpose.  

 

1.4 Demarcations 
Given the limited time frame for this thesis work, some limitations is needed. To be able to 

answer the stated research questions the focus will be on how place managers handles the 

planning stage of place branding. This due to the fact that place branding is a long and complex 

process and we want to narrow us down be able to achieve the overall purpose.  

 

1.5 Outline of the thesis 
This section aims at briefly outlining the thesis to make it graspable for the reader. This thesis 

consists of six chapters. The first chapter started with a background to the subject followed by 

a problem discussion. The problem discussion led to the overall purpose of the thesis and 

resulted in the research questions that the thesis will try to answer. Chapter two will present a 

literature review on the previous research in regards to the research questions asked. Chapter 

three is the methodology chapter and will show how data will be collected and analysed for the 

thesis. Chapter four will present the empirical data collected for the thesis in order to answer 

the stated research questions. In chapter five the data collected will be analysed. The final 

chapter, chapter six will present the findings and conclusions of the research that have been 

done.  
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Figure 1: Outline of the thesis 
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2 Literature review  
In this chapter different studies will be presented in regards to the chosen research questions. 

The literature and theories will be reviewed and the most relevant studies will be put together 

in a conceptual framework. This chapter start with reviewing the literature in regards to the 

first research question about place branding and stakeholders and then continuous with 

reviewing literature in regard to the second research question in regards to event marketing. 

The chapter ends with the conceptualization of the literature and theories and lastly the frame 

of reference.   

 

2.1 Literature review for RQ 1: How can the stakeholders that place brands are 
trying to communicate with be described? 
A place consists of several dominant and diverse features. These features may include; heritage, 

culture and natural resources. (Childers, Kemp, & Williams, 2012) A place brand consists of 

associations in the mind of place consumers (Zenker & Erfgen, 2014). Communicating a place 

brand effectively is based upon using existing positive images and associations of the place 

and highlighting them as advantages to target groups (Zenker & Beckmann, 2013). Place 

branding can be seen as a type of place management and place management depends a lot upon 

changing how specified user groups perceive a place. Research states that it is possible to 

develop different brands for different audiences, creating a multitude of brands similar to a 

product line aimed at different segments. (Kavartzis & Ashworth, 2005)It is important for place 

brand managers to realize that a place brand can be perceived very differently between different 

target groups. A place brand is not fully manageable and one brand won’t fit all designated 

target groups. Meaning that different place brand associations have to be communicated to 

different target groups and in order to do that places need to know how the place is perceived 

in the eyes of their different target groups. (Zenker & Beckmann, 2013)  

 

The identity of a place consists of visual, verbal and behavioral expressions, these variables are 

then embodied through communication, values, the culture that the stakeholders share and 

finally the place design. All the above-mentioned factors contribute to the overall perception 

of the place and will be strong determinants to if the overall perception will be positive or 

negative. (Zenker, 2011) When creating place brand image, focusing on those features that 

separates your location from other locations can help creating an image that differentiates a 

place from other places. (Childers, Kemp, & Williams, 2012) Another source of differentiation 
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for places is by applying the brand personality concept to places. The main difference between 

products and places when it comes to brand personality is that places usually generate a larger 

number of associations. (Kaplan, Yurt , Guneri , & Kurtulus, 2010) However, just as for 

products trust, customer satisfaction, friendliness and reliability are important personality traits 

and by developing a strong brand personality products and places can increase the success of 

branding activities and differentiate from other products and places. (Ibid) 

 

A city is a place of residence, a place of work for the residents, a destination for those who visit 

it and a place of opportunity for investors. (Kavartzis & Ashworth, 2005) Place branding is an 

extensive and complex field of research that has to include a number of stakeholders, both 

internal and external, (Kaplan et al, 2010; Zenker, 2011) public and private (Hankinson, 2004).  

A strong place brand can offer invaluable benefits to the place stakeholders and work as a tool 

to compete with other nations, regions and cities in a world where places compete for resources, 

factories, labor and visitors (Kaplan, Yurt , Guneri , & Kurtulus, 2010). If divided broadly, 

place branding can be divided in to having four main target groups; visitors, residents and 

workers, business and industry, and media (Zenker & Beckmann, 2013; Hankinson, 2004).  

These four main categories can then be divided in to several smaller groups, (Zenker, 2011) 

giving places an opportunity to communicate a more heterogeneous picture of the place more 

efficiently. (Zenker & Beckmann, 2013) 

 

Just as for an organization, a place is not just the product of one single factor but rather a 

composite of individuals with multiple identities that co-exist either comfortably or not, and if 

not it might be hurtful to the organization or place. (Kavartzis & Ashworth, 2005) Therefore in 

order to succeed with the branding of a place, good relationships have to be built with all the 

place stakeholders (Hankinson, 2004). These different groups all have different needs that need 

to be met differently, and the best way to meet these needs is through strategic investment that 

portrays the image that different groups need to see (Ibid). 

 

Residents are an important part of a place, they are consumers and a part of the brand 

(Hankinson, 2004). Place branding theory however often neglects the so important role of 

residents. (Braun, Kavartzis, & Zenker, 2013) Residents should be seen as an integrated part 

of the place brand as they form the social environment in a place and therefore play a major 

role in how the place is perceived in the mind of target audiences. (Braun et al, 2013; Zenker 
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& Erfgen, 2014) Furthermore it is through the residents that the core values of the brand are 

communicated to all target audiences (Zenker & Erfgen, 2014).  

 

Place marketing is largely dependent on communication and management of the place image, 

as encounters between a place and its “users” take place through perceptions and images. How 

these perceptions and images are processed is critical, as that will form the image of a place in 

a consumers mind.  (Kavartzis & Ashworth, 2005) Building relationships with residents in the 

local community is important, as they need to be supportive of the brand the place is trying to 

communicate (Hankinson, 2004). Furthermore the choice of visitor segments targeted need to 

have compatible characteristics with those of the majority of the local population (ibid). 

Neglecting the place residents can make or break the whole branding process (Braun et al, 

2013; Zenker & Erfgen, 2014). 

 

Consumers prefer brands that they feel reflect their self- identity (Kaplan, Yurt , Guneri , & 

Kurtulus, 2010). According to current research, people can make self-brand connections with 

places, just as they do for products. When these self-brand connections are formed between a 

person and a place or product, it creates the feeling that the product or place embodies who you 

are and when that happens, people are likely to share positive evaluations and assessments 

about the brand to others. (Childers, Kemp, & Williams, 2012) If residents identify with their 

place they are likely to become so called brand ambassadors, to get the people to identify with 

their place, place marketers should aim to strengthen civic pride and residents sense of 

belonging (Zenker & Erfgen, 2014). If managed well the word of mouth tool will be 

strengthened and the place brand can be communicated more effectively which will lead to a 

stronger place brand. (Braun et al, 2013; Zenker & Erfgen, 2014)  

 

Branding is a two way communication process, on one side you have the company and the 

activities they use in order to communicate the brand, and on the other side you have the 

consumers perception of these activities (Kavartzis & Ashworth, 2005) Due to the fact that a 

place consists of both public and private sector stakeholders, it can be difficult to present a 

consistent brand, therefore when dealing with place branding it becomes a coordinated process, 

not a managed activity. (Hankinson, 2004) 
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2.2 Literature review for RQ 2: How can the objectives/benefits of event 
marketing for place brands be described? 
Event marketing is used as a communication tool that aims at influencing different variables, 

such as image, emotional attachment and attitude, which customers have in connection to a 

brand (Whelan & Wohlfeil, 2006). When well-planned and fully integrated in an organizations 

strategic marketing plans, events provide an excellent opportunity to communicate to 

customers and other stakeholders (Crowther P. , 2011). Schmitt and Zarantonello’s (2013) 

research conclude that events do have an impact on brand equity. Their research further state 

that the level of overall brand equity possessed by the attendees is higher after an event than 

before it (ibid).  The authors continues their research with discussion on the role of mediation 

between brand experience and also brand attitude in relations to brand equity. They there 

conclude that the mediating role of brand experience is stronger than brand attitude as well that 

the brand experience has a positive impact on brand attitude. (Ibid) Brand experience is a term 

that includes a variety of element such as feelings, sensations and behavioural responses that 

is trigged to different stimuli related to a brand, whereas brand attitude simply refer to an 

evaluation towards the brand (ibid). Schmitt and Zarantonello (2013) then confirms what was 

previously stated by Whelan and Wholfiel (2006).  

 

“To practitioners, the results provide evidence that events should be considered as branding 

tools to build brand equity.” (Schmitt & Zarantonello, 2013) 

 

Other authors also confirm that event marketing can have a positive impact on a company’s 

brand (Gwinner 1997; Crowther 2011; Drengner et al. 2008). Though these authors have 

slightly different approaches on how it impacts the brand and how it is evaluated. If it’s by 

communicating the brand through meticulous constructions on how the overall brand will be 

experienced by the event attendees (Crowther P. , 2011). Or, that the more positive the 

attendees evaluation of the event image’s meaning is, then the more positive is the same 

attendees evaluation of the brand image’s meaning and that this dimension in event marketing 

can be used to successfully influence brand image (Drengner, Hansjoerg, & Steffen, 2008).  

Or, from this approach, that events builds an emotional bond and add to the trust that is between 

the consumer and the brand and therefore creates a relationship. This relationship helps the 

brand to communicate its values and strengthens the emotional attachment that the consumer 
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have to the brand (Whelan & Wohlfeil, 2006).  It may be as simple as it is argued by Gwinner 

(1997), that the image of the event is what is later being associated with the brand.  

 

When it comes to the transmission of the event’s image to the brands image, Gwinner (1997) 

construct a conceptual framework presented as a model that looks at the relationship between 

the perception of the event, the transference between the event and the brand. As well and as 

the factors that may moderate this transference.  

 

 

Figure 2: Model of relationship between image creation and image transfer in events 

Source: Adapted from Gwinner (1997)  

 

This model exhibit three major elements that might impact the consumer’s experience of the 

event. These elements are: the type of event, the characteristics of the event and the events 

individual factors. (Gwinner, 1997) When creating the overall event, it should be taken into 

consideration to providing a positive environment for the attendees that encourage 

communication among the attendees. (Ibid)  
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The type of event: The type of event refers to in which contexts the event is presented. It can 

be presented in relations to sport, music, festival, meetings or to a trade show, to mention a 

few. The type of event will then bring up associations for the consumer than in turn will connect 

and be a part of the perception of the event’s image. (Gwinner, 1997) 

 

The characteristic of the event: An event might possess a variation of different characteristics 

that will add to the consumer’s perception of the event image. Some examples of characteristics 

are the size of the event, the venue of the event, the promotional appearance, if there is any 

tradition linked to the event as well as the status of the participant in regard to them being either 

amateurs or professionals. (Ibid) 

 

The participants factor of event: This element is given from the fact that consumers are not all 

identical with each other which means that an event may have different image’s for different 

individuals. There are three suggested factors that may impact this part of an event’s image. 

Those are, the past history, the amount of different associations and the domination of these 

association that the individual have to the particular event. (Ibid) 

 

These three elements will in conjunction with each other make up the consumers overall 

perceived image of the event. In this model, event image is defined as the collected perceptions 

of explanations or the associations that the consumers apply to the events. (Gwinner, 1997) 

The perceived image of the event will then transfer over to the brand’s image. But there are 

some moderators in this model that might affect how strong this transfer is. (Gwinner, 1997) 

 

These moderators can be shaped into questions the sponsoring brand should consider. The 

answers on these questions will have an impact on the degree and in what way the event’s 

image will transfer over to the brand’s image.  In what degree is the event and the brand similar? 

E.g, how much does the event match what the brand represent? (Gwinner, 1997) As Chalip and 

Green (2001) note in their study on how an event can affect a destinations image. That the 

association with the event image and the destination, might not always be positive and can 

cause a form of confusion if the event doesn’t match the destination. Here a big motor sport 

related event was conducted in a part of Australia that is usually associated with its nature 
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scenery. The event caused the associations to the nature to be askew, which is because of the 

miss-match between the event and place. (Chalip & Green, 2001) Another question of 

moderation is the sponsorship level. If the event marketing is communicated through 

sponsorship, how many other sponsors are present? If there are many other sponsors present at 

the event, there is not as likely that the brand in question is getting remembered. There is also 

an effect on the transfer if the event is recurrent or not. The argument is that if the event is 

recurrent it should have a bigger effect on the image transfer than if it’s seldom. (Gwinner, 

1997)  

 

As mentioned, event marketing is used as a communication tool (Whelan & Wohlfeil, 2006) 

where the experience is the essence of an event (Crowther P. , 2011). Because events are pre-

planned it exists an opportunity for managers to create an event which provides them with a 

certain degree of control. Due to these strategic opportunities it is important for managers to 

have the objectives of the event in mind and with assertiveness connect the objectives with the 

organizations overall marketing plans. (Ibid) The event will generate more desirable outcomes 

if the objectives of the event is firmly structured and well planned.  The objectives may come 

in the form of primary and secondary, where the primary objectives are sought after with the 

event but managers can expect to have a ripple effect over to the secondary ones as well. It is 

important that the primary objectives are the ones that decide how the event will be designed 

and implemented. Managers should consider every aspect of the event and make sure that the 

aspect correlates with the strategic intent and that decisions not is made out of operational 

comfort. (Ibid) 
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Figure 3 Marketing objectives in the marketing outcome process 

Source: Adapted from Crowther (2011)  

 

Events provides the attendees with an interactive experience with the brand that host or sponsor 

the event. But, just because a brand use a marketing event to develop, communicate or create 

brand relationships, doesn’t mean that it’s a guarantee to succeed. If events are applied or used 

in an inadequate way it might not only be that one’s objectives are not met, but that the event 

actually causes damaging relations to the organization and its brand.  This is a reality that have 

to be faced, marketing events provides excellent opportunities with its strategic potential, as 

well as it can be used in an inappropriate way by clumsy market managers. (Crowther P. , 2011)   

 

We know from the review above that events have an impact on a brand. When a place host a 

big international event, Erfurt and Johnsen’s (2003) study shows that event’s also may have an 

impact on the perceived associations and image of the destination. This impact though doesn’t 

always have to be positive (Erfurt & Johnsen, 2003; Connaughton et al. 2011; Chalip & Green, 

2001). What elements it is that make the impact of the event positive varies between the 

literatures. The good quality of a sports event is important for the success of the event 

(Connaughton, Ko, Kim, Lee, & Moon, 2011). The effect on image on the city of Rotterdam 

in relation to a major cultural event was overall positive. The positive effects where measured 

from what the locals and tourists thought about different aspects of the event and the city. 

(Richards & Wilson, 2004)  
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There is a big competition between places to host big international events (Richards & Wilson, 

2004). The place may want it to raise the awareness of the region and destination 

(Connaughton, Ko, Kim, Lee, & Moon, 2011) or it may be for the growing global competition 

where new ways are needed to distinguish a place from the competitors of important 

stakeholders (Richards & Wilson, 2004). To maximize the positive effects of an international 

sports event and to improve on the image of the destination, all the places stakeholders should 

work together on improving the quality of the event. The quality of the event and the intangible 

service factors plays a role in the way the destinations image and associations is valued by 

tourists. The tourists’ positive perception of the quality of the event helps to enhance the image 

of the destination (Connaughton, Ko, Kim, Lee, & Moon, 2011).   

 

Some ways to differentiate a place from other places is by hosting a big international event or 

by hosting a series of different events. This approach may also encourage people to visit a place 

more than once as well as creating the opportunity for the place to profile itself in several 

different potential markets. (Richards & Wilson, 2004) By coordinating a number of different 

activities, such as events, you shape a certain identity for a place. A single slogan or logo is not 

enough to shape a place’s image and identity. A company or a place need to identify and clarify 

the identity of their brand because by doing so, they can use that knowledge to differentiate 

their brand from competing product. One of the techniques to promote place brand is event 

branding. Events can be used not only to attract attention and recognition but also to create 

associations to the place and its attributes. (Kavartzis & Ashworth, 2005) If it would be that 

the image of the event doesn’t match the already consisting image of the place, which the place 

has accumulated over time, it may be a contradiction of associations. If this contradiction is to 

appear, that event image is not matching the existing place image, the event may have a 

depressing effect on the place image. (Chalip & Green, 2001) 

 

2.3 Conceptualization 
In the previous section we have presented a deeper insight to the literature in the area of place 

branding, the different aspects of stakeholders and the use of event marketing as a 

communication tool. The conceptualization will provide a narrower view on the previous 
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theories that will land in a frame of reference. This because all theories will not be used when 

conducting research needed for this study.  

 

2.3.1 Conceptualization of RQ 1: How can the stakeholders that place brands are trying to 
communicate with be described? 
The first research question looks at how the stakeholders that place brands are trying to 

communicate with can be described. The purpose of this question is to look how place’s see its 

stakeholders and if it maybe neglects some stakeholders and doesn’t realise the potential of 

having good relationship with the stakeholders as the literature indicate. As well as how those 

stakeholders can be described.  

 

Self-brand connections 

 People can make self-brand connections with places. Self-brand connections create the 

feeling that the place embodies who you are. If self-brand connections are made, people 

are more likely to share positive evaluations about the brand. (Childers, Kemp, & 

Williams, 2012) as consumers prefer brands that reflect their self-identity. (Kaplan, 

Yurt , Guneri , & Kurtulus, 2010)  

 

If residents identify with the place it strengthens the sense of belonging and the word 

of mouth tool works more efficiently. (Zenker & Erfgen, 2014)  

 

Four main target groups 

 There are four main target groups in a place; visitors, residents and workers, business 

and industry, and media. (Zenker & Beckmann, 2013) All existing and potential 

stakeholders should be taken in to account (Zenker, 2011) as successful branding of a 

place depends on creating good relationships with all the place stakeholders as they 

reinforce the core brand through communication. (Hankinson, 2004) 
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User group perception 

 Place branding is synonymous with place management, it therefore depends a lot upon 

changing how different user groups perceive the place. It is possible to develop different 

brand for different audiences. (Kavartzis & Ashworth, 2005) 

 

2.3.2 Conceptualization of RQ 2: How can the objectives/benefits of event marketing for place 
brands be described? 
The second research question looks at how the objectives/benefits of event marketing for place 

brands can be described. The purpose of this question is to see how places work with event 

marketing and describe the objectives/benefits of this communication tool.  

 

Relationship model 

 The model that looks at the relationship between the perception of the event, the 

transference between the event and the brand, and also the factors that may moderate 

this transference. (Gwinner, 1997) 

 

Type of event, the characteristics of the event and the events individual factors, are 

element that will impact the attendee’s perceived image of the event. (Ibid)  

 

The perceived image of the event will then transfer over to the brands image. But there 

is some moderators in this that might affect how strong this transfer is. Similarity, 

sponsorship, frequency. (Ibid) 

 

Objectives/marketing plan 

 Objectives of the event are connected with the organizations overall marketing plan. 

(Crowther P. , 2011) 

 

Objectives of the event is firmly structured and well planned. (Ibid) 
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Event quality and stakeholder participation 

 To maximize the positive effects of an international sports event and to improve on the 

image of the destination, all the places stakeholders should work together on improving 

the quality of the event. (Connaughton, Ko, Kim, Lee, & Moon, 2011)  

 

Event matching place 

 The event have to match the already consisting image of the place where the event is 

being hosted. Otherwise may the event’s image contradict or not match the already 

existing image and associations that the place have already accumulated over time.   

(Chalip & Green, 2001) 

 

2.4 Frame of reference 
The following figure is the frame of reference. The frame of reference summarizes the theories 

from the conceptualization. The theories presented in the frame of reference will be used as a 

foundation when creating the interview guide and when answering the research questions.  

 

 

Figure 4: Frame of reference  
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3 Method 
In this chapter the chosen research methods for this thesis will be presented. The chosen 

research strategies are stated in order to be able to; conduct the appropriate research, achieve 

the overall purpose and to answer the research questions. 

 

3.1 Research Purpose  
Research purposes can be descriptive, exploratory or explanatory. (Saunders et al, 2009, p. 

139) The nature of this thesis is both descriptive and exploratory. Descriptive studies portrays 

accurate profiles of persons, events or situations. Exploratory studies try to find out what is 

happening, seek new insights and to assess phenomena in a new light. It is flexible and 

adaptable to change, meaning that the explorer must be willing to adapt and change direction 

of the research if new data appears. This however does not mean that the research can’t have a 

direction. (Saunders et al, 2009, p. 139) 

 

The thesis is descriptive since it tries to describe the objectives and benefits of event marketing 

for place brands and describe the stakeholder that place’s try to communicate with. It is 

exploratory since exploratory research try to find out what is going on and is both flexible and 

adaptable to change, where literature, interviewed experts and focus groups become guides of 

your research (Saunders et al, 2009, p. 140). Our subject is one that tries to bring two well-

researched areas (event marketing and place branding) together. Therefore our thesis has relied 

heavily on letting previous literature on the two subjects guide the purpose, research questions 

and interview questions.  

 

3.2 Research Approach 
The two major existing research approaches are quantitative and qualitative (Bryman, & Bell 

2011, p. 49-50). For this study a qualitative approach have been chosen.  The qualitative 

approach gives us an opportunity to go in deeper into the understanding of how places work 

with branding and event marketing right now (ibid). This approach is not as focused on 

numbers but rather on words. The qualitative approach contains a depiction of the social reality 

that is constant changing together with the individuals creating ability. A bigger weight is put 

on the individual and how he or she interpreters hers immediate social environment. (Ibid) 
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3.3 Research Strategy 
With the qualitative research approach one typical form for the research strategy is a case study.  

(Bryman, & Bell, 2011, p. 95). A case study is appropriate if you are looking for a deeper 

understanding of a particular case (Saunders et al, 2009, p. 146) and the case’s complexity. 

(Bryman, & Bell, 2011, p. 87).  In a case study analysis there is in particular an ability to use 

this strategy for answering research questions that are stated “what” and “how”, and a case 

study can be suited for exploring existing theory. (Saunders et al, 2009, p. 147) 

 

We have chosen the case study research strategy because of its exploratory and descriptive 

nature. Our research questions is stated with a “how” which is connected to the overall purpose 

of this thesis. By using a case study we are able to go into the depth and the details that is 

necessary to be able to answer the research questions.  

 

3.3.1 The unit of analysis 
According to Yin (1993) you have to define the unit of analysis and you may do so by asking 

the question: “What is my case?” (Yin, 1993, p. 10). The definition of the case is what sets the 

boundaries of the study and helps with the application of the theoretical framework on the 

analysis of the collected data. (Ibid) 

 

The unit of analysis for this study is Swedish ski-resorts. This unit was chosen because it fits 

well with the application of existing theory. A ski-resort is a place that contains both external 

and internal stakeholders. Internal in the sense of residents that live in the area and the local 

businesses. External in the sense of tourists, both from Sweden and international as well as 

independent businesses. Ski-resorts also have the need to communicate its brand in a way to 

differentiate itself from competing ski-resorts. Because ski-resorts have a good mix of different 

attributes and therefore are a heterogeneous place, we chose it to be the unit of analysis.    

 

3.4 Data Collection 
When collecting data there are mainly two methods, primary and secondary data collection 

(Saunders et al, 2009, p. 256).  Based on our research questions we chose to conduct a primary 

data collection that was operated through semi-structured interviews. This is once again 

connected to the research purpose, approach and strategy, which connects back to the overall 
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purpose with this thesis. By doing semi structured interviews we were able to gain details and 

in depth information that are of help when answering the research questions.  

 

Interviews are probably the most used data collecting method in qualitative research (Bryman, 

& Bell, 2011, p. 473) the reason for this may be that interviews helps with the gathering of 

valid and reliable information that helps to answer the research questions  (Saunders et al, 2009, 

p. 318).  In qualitative interviews it is the interviewee’s point of view and expertise that is of 

interest (Bryman, & Bell, 2011, p. 474). The use of semi-structured interviews was selected to 

give the interviewee’s opportunities to give detailed and in depth information. But still enabled 

us to keep the interviews within the desirable topic. Semi-structured interviews are suitable due 

to its flexibility (Bryman, & Bell, 2011, p. 476), which suits well with the chosen exploratory 

and descriptive purpose and case study strategy.  

 

The interviews were done at two separate occasions by telephone. Each interview lasted around 

50 minutes and devices for recording the interviews where used in order to be able to go back 

to the collected data.  

 

3.5 Sample Selection 
This thesis uses a judgmental sampling approach. A judgmental sampling approach enables the 

researchers to select people that will best be able to help in answering the research questions 

and meet the objectives of the research (Saunders et al, 2009, p. 237). It is also a useful 

approach when you need the samples to be very informative (Ibid). 

 

The reason for choosing a judgmental sampling approach is because this thesis looks at how 

places use event marketing and not how the marketing actions of a place are perceived by the 

“place consumers”. Therefore in order to answer the research questions, people with place 

management experience undoubtedly served as the best subjects for interviews.  

 

The empirical data collected for this thesis came from two males that both have extensive 

experience in the field of place management. Both male one (Hans) and male two (Björn) used 

to own and run a ski-resort in Sweden. Hans have even further experience as he used to be the 
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CEO for SLAO (Swedish lifts organisation) and these days he sits as a board member in 

Branäsgruppen and does consulting for Skistar, meaning that he has knowledge about what is 

going on at most of the ski resorts around Sweden.    

 

3.6 Data Analysis 
For a case study analysis to proceed with somewhat ease, it is necessary to have a data analysis 

strategy (Yin, 1994, p. 102). Two general strategies are described by Yin (1994) are “relying 

on theoretical propositions” and “developing a case description”.  The most preferred strategy 

is the one that relies on theoretical propositions. This due to that it is the build-up of this 

theoretical propositions that led to the choice of a case study in first place. Or in other words, 

it is the propositions that reflects on the research questions and the theoretical framework used 

to be able to answer the research questions. (Yin, 1994, p.103-104)  

 

In contrast to Yin (1994) Miles and Huberman (1994) have quite a different view on how to 

analyse qualitative data. The authors define the qualitative analysis as data reduction, data 

display and the drawing of conclusions and verification. These three are the coexisting 

activities of flow that makes up the data analysis part of a qualitative study. (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994, p. 10) Data reduction is the process of reducing the data into manageable 

quantities. That process may come about in selecting, focusing, rewriting and summarizing the 

data. Data reduction is a process that is continuous throughout the thesis writing process. This 

is all a part of the overall analysis and starts to occur throughout the whole life of the qualitative 

project. (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 10). Data display is the activity that allows you to look 

at the data in a surveying way in order to be able to make conclusion drawing and action. By 

organizing and compressing the data in an understandable way in a well formulated data 

display, the more we build on to the validity. (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 11) The third and 

last part in the flow is the conclusion drawing and verification activity. In this activity the 

analysists starts to make the final version of the conclusions that may have already occurred in 

the beginning of the analysing process. During the whole process the analysists may have had 

different forms of verification of their pre-conclusion and now it is time to truly verify the data. 

The meaning that comes from the data are tested to ensure a study’s validity. (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994, p. 11). 
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In this thesis we decided to rely on a theoretical propositions approach from Yin (1994) and 

within that framework we have also used the data analysis process in accordance to Miles and 

Huberman (1994). Looking at the data from the ground of our conceptual framework, through 

the steps of data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing.  

 

3.7 Validity & Reliability 
Research design is supposed to represent a logical set of statements. Where the quality of the 

design can be judged through a series of logical tests (Yin, 1994, p.32). When it comes to 

empirical social research, there are four tests that are commonly used to establish the quality 

(ibid). Yin (1994 p.32) identifies a number of tactics for handling the four tests as well as in 

what phase of the research the four different tests are to be applied. The four tests construct 

validity, internal validity, external validity and reliability along with in what phase of the 

research they should be applied can be seen in the table below.  

 

Table 1: Case study tactics for four design tests 

 

Source: Adapted from Yin (1994) p. 33 
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3.7.1 Construct validity 
Construct validity is about coming up with the correct operational measures for the studied 

concepts (Yin, 1994, p.33). A way of achieving this is by using multiple sources, establishing 

a chain of evidence and to have key informants review the report (ibid). This thesis uses 

interviews with experienced people, the theories from chapter two has left a chain of evidence 

and finally the report will be reviewed by both our peers and our supervisor in order to construct 

validity. 

 

3.7.2 Internal validity 
Internal validity is only for explanatory or casual studies (Yin, 1994, p.33) and is therefore not 

of concern for this thesis since it is an exploratory study. 

 

3.7.3 External validity 
External validity concerns the issue of knowing if the findings of the study can be generalized 

beyond the conducted case study (Yin, 1994, p.35). In order to be able to generalize case studies 

beyond the immediate study, the theories from the first findings have to be tested by conducting 

at least one more case study using the theories from the first study (Yin, 1994, p.36). 

 

The amount of interviewees for this thesis is small, in order to make further generalizations 

beyond this case study, similar studies with the same theoretical approach would have to be 

done with another set of interviewees.  

 

3.7.4 Reliability 
Reliability serves the objective of that if someone conducts the same study using the same 

methods as an earlier investigator they should arrive at the same findings and conclusions (Yin, 

1994, p.36). Reliability is designed to minimize the errors and biases in a study (ibid).  

 

To ensure reliability this thesis is written in a way that makes it easy for researchers to follow 

in the same footsteps. How the data was collected and analysed can easily be seen and there is 

a clear interview guide that shows what questions were asked during the interviews. By 

including the questions asked during the interviews, other researchers conducting a similar case 

study should arrive at similar results even though the interviewees aren’t the same people.  
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When performing semi-structured interviews there may be some concerns about reliability due 

to the lack of standardization (Saunders et al, 2009, p. 326). These concerns may be related to 

interviewer or interviewee bias (ibid). Interviewer bias refers to how we as interviewers might 

affect the interview in different ways through comments, tone of voice, non-verbal behaviour, 

or we try to impose our own beliefs and frame of reference in the questions we ask. Furthermore 

bias might also be present during the presentation of the responses from the interviews. (Ibid) 

To lower the risk for interviewer bias this thesis has two authors working together from the 

first sentence to the very last. The interviews are done over the phone so non-verbal behaviour 

cannot be seen by the interviewee, comments are kept to a minimum instead the questions are 

asked in such a way that they encourage the interviewee to answer elaborately and finally 

theory was only explained to the interviewees as a final resort in order to spark the 

conversation.  

 

Interviewee bias can come from the fact that an interview can be an intrusive process, especially 

an in-depth semi-structured interview. (Saunders et al, 2009, p. 327). The interviewee may not 

have any problems participating in the interview but at the same time not be willing to discuss 

subjects that are of interest to the explorer providing only a partial picture of the subject (Ibid). 

In order to not create interviewee bias, the questions asked during the interviews are of a very 

general nature and therefore not to be considered intrusive.  

 

Lastly bias may come from the fact that an interview can be too time-consuming which may 

result in a lower willingness to take part in the interview (Saunders et al, 2009, p. 327).  

Fortunately the interviewees chosen for this thesis had more than enough time to spare. 
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4 Data presentation 
In this chapter the empirical data will be presented. The chapter starts with a presentation of 

the case and continues with the presentation of the empirical data. Starting with the data that 

connects to research question one followed by the presentation of the data connected to 

research question two. The data was collected by individual telephone interviews at two 

separate occasions.  

 

4.1 Case presentation 
In order to answer the purpose and research questions stated in this thesis, we needed empirical 

data from people with extensive place management experience. The chosen type of place 

became ski resorts since they possess the different qualities i.e. internal and external 

stakeholders as well as the use of event marketing as a communication tool. It is beneficial in 

order to achieve the thesis overall purpose and to answer the research questions. Hans and 

Björn were chosen as our interviewees as they possess the knowledge and experience about 

place brand management needed to reach our goals with this thesis. Each of the interviews 

were done by telephone and lasted about 50 minutes, at two separate occasions.  

 

4.2 Empirical data 
In the following section the data from the individual interviews will be presented. The data will 

be presented in a structure that follows the stated research questions, the conceptual framework 

and the interview guide. The data is presented in a somewhat summarized format. This is the 

process of data reduction and data presentation that is done to make the data more clear to the 

reader (Miles, Huberman, & Saldaña, 2014, p. 71).   

 

4.2.1 Data presentation of RQ 1: How can the stakeholders that place brands are trying to 
communicate with be described? 
The following data is connected to research question one. The headers above the text are the 

same as in the interview guide and the text below is connected to the interview questions asked 

during the interviews. 

 

Self-brand connections 

In the question about self-brand connection concepts Hans said that first you have to decide 

which target groups you are after, and where your target groups are located. As an example 
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Hans mentions that for example Branäs has won what is called “the children’s prize” eight 

years in a row so their main target group is families. It is important that when building the 

location you have to remember that the target group has to like the place, in their case that 

means that the children has to like it there because that means that they will want to come back 

and also there has to be things that attracts the children’s parents. To find out what visitors 

think they send out questionnaires to their visitors where the visitors can say how they feel 

about their experience. Hans adds at the end that it is very important for the people that come 

there to feel a connection to the place as their goal is to have their visitors leave with the thought 

“when are we coming back” not “we will never go here again”. Björn said that it is important 

to make the customers, which in this case meant visitors at the ski resort to feel a connection 

to the place as it is them who you actually work for and if they feel connected to the place then 

it will be good for the owners. Furthermore he said that they also as Hans said let the customers 

say what they felt about the place through questionnaires with questions about what they should 

do more of and what they should change. 

 

The question regarding if they differentiate between different target groups when working with 

the above mentioned concept Hans says that you have to look at the place as an arena where 

your trying attract different target groups to come, this can mean locals, company’s, tourists 

etc. And depending on what target group or groups you are after you have to adapt the way you 

communicate after the client you are communicating to. You can’t adapt to every single person 

but you have to have an idea of the different categories of people who are there. You can’t just 

offer one thing instead you have to be able to offer a number of things in order to attract a 

broader audience.  

 

Four main target groups 

When asked about how they categorize their different target groups Hans mainly talks about 

the different types of visitors that comes to ski resorts and mentions the fact that compared to 

many other ski resorts around the globe that in Sweden a lot of the visitors are families. Hans 

then talks about the different types of slopes you can find at ski resorts depending on how steep 

they are and also that you have to offer free skiing opportunities. Hans uses the different types 

of slopes as a metaphor saying that you mainly have two types of slopes then you might have 

20 % of the third kind and only 5 % of the fourth kind.  
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Regarding how their relationship is with different stakeholder groups Hans mentioned 

previously that with tourists they try to have a close relationship by sending out forms and 

offering what the tourists wants and expects. When it comes to locals and businesses Hans says 

that they play a major role since if you make one million from the lift cards then you will make 

nine million from other things surrounding it, for example from gas-stations, hotels, stores and 

activities. And that a place is very dependent of both local residents and businesses, the locals 

will work at the different businesses and the businesses will both bring in money and attract 

visitors. Hans continues explaining that it is important to have a good relationship with them 

since if they speak well about the place that will generate more money both for them and for 

the place as a whole. Media is also a group that they try to have an active relationship with, 

they constantly feed the media with new information and especially information that they think 

or know the media will be interested in. Hans also states that these days there are fewer people 

working with newspapers and therefore you have to send them good information as that will 

increase the chance of them publishing it.  

 

In the question about how they cooperate with local residents when creating the place image 

Hans says that there is little cooperation with the locals in the creation of the image of a place. 

Instead he says that the ski resort works to create a certain image and if there are local things 

that fit the image they want to create then they will use these things to further their agenda. The 

image first and foremost has to be created to suit the visitor target groups, and if the local 

residents understand what image the place is trying to communicate, the locals will adjust their 

businesses to fit the target visitor groups. Björn said that they of course wanted to have the 

locals be a part of the creation of the place image since that can benefit both the owners of the 

ski resort and also the locals.  

 

When asked about how important they consider it to be to have the support of the local residents 

when creating the place image Hans said that it is very important to have the support of the 

local residents when trying to create the image. Especially when it comes to the political aspect, 

because if you don’t have their support they can stop you from buying land or building a house, 

hotel etc. Hans continues explaining that the first thing he thinks you should do before you start 

creating the place is to sit down with the local landowners and residents at a place where they 

feel comfortable and explain what your plans are. See how they feel about if you purchase this 

piece of land and explain to them what they can gain from having you there, the types of job 

opportunities it will open up for them. Because if you go to the offices that works on a more 
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national perspective before talking to the local offices and the residents of the place then they 

will just vote you down immediately and then you have to start from the beginning all over 

again. He ends his answer by saying that for everything that you need land for as long as it’s 

not a factory you need the support of the local residents or it won’t be possible to get the results 

that you are after. Björn said that it is important to have the support of the locals because they 

have to be on-board with what you are trying to accomplish and feel comfortable with it. 

Because if you start something without their support they might end up working against you 

and try to stop you from accomplishing what you are trying to do. 

 

Hans said in regards to the question about if they feel like they have the support of the locals, 

that he considers them to have the support of the local residents because if they didn’t it would 

not be possible to do what they are doing. Björn said that while some people didn’t agree with 

everything they were doing they still had the support of the majority of the population. Most 

of the population saw it as an opportunity for them as well. 

 

User group perception 

Hans said in the question about if they try to create different association for different target 

groups that they are not actively trying to communicate different associations to different target 

groups with one and the same place. Some of the associations come naturally because of where 

the place is located and also due to the natural attributes of the place and some of the 

associations have been created because of the main target groups the place has. However Hans 

thinks that it is of importance to start trying to communicate different associations to different 

target groups so that you can attract a broader audience. Björn said that they mainly tried to 

communicate different types of associations when it came to the different types of slopes at the 

ski resorts meaning steep slopes for better skiers and easy slopes suited for children. 

 

When it came to the question about what marketing activity is aimed at what target group Hans 

said that except for when it comes to big holidays such as Christmas, new-years, “sportlov” 

and Easter, where the schoolchildren are free from school they try to come up with activities 

that suit the audiences targeted for that period. If it’s business people they offer opportunities 

to hold conferences, if it’s younger people they have party’s etc. He continues explaining that 

during different periods of time throughout the year, they have different types of groups visiting 

their places and that they try to offer different types of events that suits the audiences that are 

visiting at the moment. Björn said that they did some marketing in newspapers and such letting 
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people know that they were open and if they had something special going on like for example 

when Ingemar Stenmark was coming but that it was more just to attract people and that they 

did not aim certain activities at different target groups. 

 

In the question about what association they want to pass on to their different target groups Hans 

said that they try communicate associations that fit the target group that is visiting at the given 

moment, so if it’s for example Easter in Tandådalen then there is a lot of people that want to 

party so there is a lot of focus on having a good after-ski. 

 

4.2.2 Data presentation of RQ 2. How can the objectives/benefits of event marketing for place 
brands be described? 
The following data is connected to research question two. The headers above the text are the 

same as in the interview guide and the text below is connected to the interview questions asked 

during the interviews. 

 

Relationship model 

Regarding the question related to the relationship model, and if places are using event 

marketing in their marketing plan. Hans explained that event marketing is absolutely a big part 

of places marketing plan. Björn confirms that event marketing is used as a way to positions the 

place in the mind of the customer and also a way to attract customers to the place. Hans also 

expresses how important it is to time the event right. Emphasising on the planning of event and 

to do research on the circumstances for the targeted event attendees. That depending on what 

time of the year it is, how much money the target group have left, etc, the place should plan the 

event after does conditions to even be able to get any attendees. Hans provides an example that 

a place should never host an event week 1-3 (the very beginning of January) because to targeted 

event attendees doesn’t have any vacation or money left due to the just happened holiday 

season. But in week 5 (the end of January) the places can start having big happenings or 

activities (different kinds of events) again because at that time, the target group get their first 

pay check of the year. It doesn’t matter what place or event it is, if a place host the event in one 

of those “dead times” no one will show up, regardless of how good the event is planned and 

executed or how popular the place is.  
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In the same sense, Hans said that what type of event that a place host goes under the same 

reasoning as above. The event is specially planned for the target group in mind, the seasons 

and after the place that hosts it. When the question then was asked on how the events are 

shaped/characterized, Hans said events are almost always adapted to what type of event it is, 

how many people are going to attend, do you have to register to attend? This questions are 

thought through and planned and then the event is shaped and adapted after the answers to 

these questions.  

 

When faced with the question if events have a history and are recurring Björn said that some 

of the events are recurring and have been for a long time. And that that is connected to the 

tradition in connection to the event. That can be traditions for the place and not necessarily 

traditions that goes beyond the place, such as Christmas etc. Hans said that for places you have 

to plan ahead. Especially if the event have no prior history in that place. You plan the event for 

long term and sometimes you may not get the response you want until maybe three years in. 

Now as a manager for place events, you have to have patience and set objectives for the event 

a long time ahead.  Hans also note that today you get a totally different and immediate feedback 

if the event you host is successful due to social media. Even during the actual event is 

happening you can get feedback from the attendees if the event is a success or not. And of 

course, due to the social media, the feedback spread to potential future attendees.  

 

In the question if managers have attributes and stakeholders of the place in mind when planning 

an event, so the events attributes matches the attributes of the place. Hans said that the 

importance to match just a single events attributes with the attributes of the place and 

stakeholders is not that important. Björn expresses a similar thought that it is not of the biggest 

relevance, but you have to keep the attributes on both stakeholders and event in the back of 

your mind. Hans continues by saying that it doesn’t matter if there is a little mismatch between 

the two. But what really do matter if the way you package this experience. For places, it is 

important that everything else is on top. Hans gives an example: If you have an event that 

involves cars, so that adults can try a car with four wheel drive, then it is also important to 

provide free hotdogs to the kids. Hans continues with explaining that the events is what draws 

the customers in. If you package a place up with an excessive amount of activities and events 

available the customer will be satisfied due to the option of attending all of these if the person 
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so desire. But what really matters is the facilities between those events. The fundamental basic 

facilities and experience when an event is not happening, is what matter. Does are the things 

that will make the customer contempt and happy. While the events, though they have to be 

good, are just like the icing on the cake. If the fundamental basic part of a place is not well 

executed, then it doesn’t matter how excellent the event is.  

 

Objectives/marketing plan 

When the questions moved towards active goals with events and how places works with 

sponsors. Björn said that objectives with an event is needed, so that you don’t do an event just 

for the sake of it. There need to be some kind of goal when places host events, whether it is 

attracting a certain amount of visitors or just marketing the place, depends on the 

circumstances. The explanation from Hans was that events are a part of the marketing plan and 

that objectives are set for every event. Just like any other event that a place hosts, sponsors 

during any event is not something that is just happening. Places have a long planning process 

when it comes to sponsors as well and that process may contain a lot of discussion back and 

forth between the sponsor and the place that hosts the event. To see what the place and sponsor 

are able to bring to the table and what would be give and take of this sponsorship. It is also 

during this process that especially the place, wants to see if it can stand for what signals this 

sponsor sends out. The sponsor have to fit with the target group for that place. The example 

given by Hans was that if a place want to be perceived as environmental friendly, and host an 

event with a sponsor that stands for cars, then those cars have to be “green”.  The question the 

event-manager of the place have to ask to oneself is: is what this sponsor is representing the 

same thing that we represent? Even though it is sometimes tempting to accept sponsors because 

they are so big or well know, or offers a great deal or contract. If the answer is “no” to that 

question you should not make a deal with the sponsor. The second example given by Hans was 

a place that was well known for its family friendly atmosphere, signed a contract with a 

Swedish whisky company, to have a restaurant that specialises in whisky to be located at the 

premises. There it was a contradiction between the original values of the place to be family 

friendly and to have a sponsor that clearly is not family friendly. Hans reacted to this decision 

with scepticism and questioned if it was a smart move for the place.  
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In regards to the objectives/goals of the sponsors Hans said that in the planning process, it is 

the event-manager for the place that sets the original “frames” which the sponsors are allowed 

to work within. Along the planning and negotiation process between sponsor and place, those 

frames may reform a bit, but it is the event-manager from the place that sets the basic rules. 

This goes back to what was discussed before about the place being able to stand for what the 

sponsor signals. Björn said that the discussion between the sponsor and the place involves the 

planning on how to make the sponsorship as optimal as possible. For example where to place 

the sponsor so he is available for the customers etc. These things are also a part of the planning 

process when setting the frames for the sponsors. 

 

Event quality and stakeholder participation 

In the question on how much a part of the planning process the stakeholders are, in the planning 

and execution of an event. Hans said that stakeholders are absolutely a part of the planning 

process if they are needed. This depends on how big the event is and how it is shaped. Is there 

a need to close off roads, to warn about anything? You might need help from the local police, 

you might need extra electricity, or you might need to make a big order at the local shops? 

Depending on this, as an event manager for the place you want to involve as many people as 

possible, as those people are directly or indirectly involved and need to be informed. If the 

local residents are not directly involved, then they are not so important except for that they are 

welcome to come and spend money. You have a communication plan for those who are 

involved or affected by an event. And in first hand you want to include the local residents, to 

make the event planning process as smooth as possible. But if you are not directly a part of the 

event, then your thoughts are not vital and will not be considered as such. Björn said that 

stakeholders were not really a part of the planning process. He continuous saying that the place 

had a team of people working on the ski resorts that were in charge of handling the events. 

 

Event matching place 

When the question is asked about the existing image of a place and then matching the image 

of the event. Hans said that once again, it is important to remember what the place’s value is. 

What do the place stands for? If the place stands for a family friendly atmosphere, then you 

have to keep that values in mind in whatever you do, that includes event, facilities etc. For 

example Branäs have won “the children’s prize” eight years in a row and therefore they can’t 
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start hosting events that kids can’t take part in, unless their strategy was to change the existing 

values of the place that they are communicating. Some events they might even turn down and 

have no visitors at all rather than hosting events that could potentially hurt the created value of 

the place.  Hans continues with saying that if you are able to keep up that image and do activities 

that is consistent with the image, then you can keep customers and stakeholders to the place 

for a long time, several years.  Because if the customer and stakeholder feel comfortable and 

trust in the image they perceive, then they will be loyal to the place. So the place managers, 

when it comes to events and also to hiring people, you have to ask: What are our values and 

does this consists with our image? And then work after those values. Björn referred back to the 

way you want to profile the place. If the status of the event can add to the existing status of the 

place that is an excellent thing. By doing that you reinforce the status of the place in the 

customer’s minds, and maybe when thinking of a place, that particular event comes to mind 

and reinforces the profile. As an example he mentions that they used to hold speed skiing events 

in order to illuminate and promote the very steep slopes of the place. 
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5 Data analysis 
In this chapter the empirical data will be analysed by using the data analysis strategy of relying 

on theoretical propositions. The empirical data connected to the first research question will 

first be displayed in a table and then analysed accordingly. The chapter continues with the 

same being done to the empirical data connected to research question two.  

 

To be able to manage the data in an understandable way we will conduct data reduction and 

display (Miles & Huberman, 1994. p 10). The relevant data that have been collected will be 

displayed in tables in order to simplify the analysis. The analysis is done by comparing the 

most relevant data with the theoretical proposition in accordance to Yin (1993).  

 

5.1 Data analysis of RQ 1: How can the stakeholders that place brands are trying 
to communicate with be described? 
In this section the analysis of the empirical data related to research question one is presented. 

The data is presented in a table as a summary in conjunctions to the theory from the conceptual 

framework, i.e. the theoretical proposition.  

 

Table 2: Empirical data display for RQ 1 

Theory Hans Björn 

Self-brand connections + / 

4 main target groups + / 

User group perception / - 

Source: Author’s own construction 

 

Definition of symbols in regards to if data supports theory: 

+ = support 

/ = support to some extent 

- = do not support 
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Self-brand connections 

The theories regarding the positive effects that come from people making self-brand 

connections to places by Childers et al. (2012), Kaplan et al. (2010) and Zenker & Erfgen 

(2014) were partially supported by the empirical data. Both interviewees saw it as important 

for visitors to feel connected to the place and they both had methods that could help them in 

the ongoing work of creating these connections for example questionnaires.  

 

Hans further supports above mentioned theories as he said that that you have to know where 

your target groups are located and if it’s mainly families or something else as that can be an 

important part of who they are. Hans says that by knowing who your target groups are you can 

adapt the way you communicate with them, these target groups can then be tourist, companies, 

locals etc. all with different needs that has to be met. Björns focus was only on the tourists.  

 

Four main target groups 

The theories from Zenker & Beckmann (2013), Zenker (2011) and Hankinsson (2004) 

regarding different stakeholders and the importance of having good relationships with them 

were partially supported by the empirical data. Both interviewees realized the importance of 

those four main target groups from the theory. Hans emphasized the importance of realizing 

that in Sweden a lot of visitors at ski resorts are families and also that you have to pay most 

attention to the largest of your target groups.  

 

Both interviewees considered it important to have a close relationship with the tourists and 

used the same methods in order to achieve it as mentioned in the self-brand connections section.  

 

Hans stated that it is important to have a close relationship with the locals at a place as they 

will work for the different businesses at the place and will therefore both generate money for 

the place and also attract visitors. He further states that by having a close relationship with 

them they will likely speak well about the place, which will also generate more money to the 

place. Hans however said that locals are not considered in the attempt of creating a certain 

image of a place unless the locals had attributes that could help them achieve the image they 

have in mind instead they have to adapt to the ideas of the place managers. Björn said that the 
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locals are important as having them participating in the creation of the place image can benefit 

both the place owners and the locals themselves.  

 

Both interviewees considered having the support of the local residents when creating an image 

for a place to be very important, especially from a political point of view. They both state that 

without having the support from the locals it will be close to impossible to succeed with what 

you intend to do, and therefore the locals have to be on-board and feel comfortable with the 

ideas the place managers have for the place. Hans further explains that in his opinion the first 

thing you should do is to sit down with the locals at a place where they feel comfortable and 

explain to them what you want to, how that can benefit them etc. Both Hans and Björn said 

that they felt like they had the support of the local residents. 

 

When it came to the relationship with media Hans had a lot more to say on the subject than 

Björn. Hans explained that they try to keep a close relationship with the media by constantly 

feeding them with information that they think or know that they will find interesting and also 

mentions that these days there are fewer people working with newspapers and therefore it 

becomes more important to have a close relationship with them. 

 

User groups 

Kavaratzis & Ashworths (2005) theory on creating different associations for a place for 

different user groups was partially supported by the empirical data. Neither Hans or Björn said 

that they were actively trying to communicate different brands to different audiences accept 

for when it came to natural attributes of the place such as how steep the slopes at the ski resort 

are. Although Hans said that he thinks it is of importance to start communicating different 

brands in order to attract a broader audience.  

 

Hans explained that there are some periods during the year (big holidays) where the target 

groups of a ski resort automatically become a certain group. However, during other periods 

throughout the year they try to offer activities and events that are suitable to the audiences 

targeted/ visiting during that certain period. This can mean conferences to business people 

parties for younger people etc. Furthermore Hans said that they try to communicate 

associations that fit the group of people visiting at the given moment. Björn stated that the 
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activities that they came up with were more in order to attract a lot of people and not aimed at 

certain groups. 

 

5.2 Data analysis of RQ 2. How can the objectives/benefits of event marketing for 
place brands be described? 
In this section the analysis of the empirical data related to research question two is presented. 

The data is presented in a table as a summary in conjunctions to the theory from the conceptual 

framework, i.e. the theoretical proposition.  

 

Table 3: Empirical data display for RQ 2 

Theory Hans Björn 

Relationship model / / 

Objectives/marketing plan + + 

Stakeholders participation / - 

Event matching place + + 

Source: Author’s own construction 

 

Definition of symbols in regards to if data supports theory: 

+ = support 

/ = support to some extent 

- = do not support 

 

Relationship model 

The collected data only partly support the theory from Gwinner (1997). The main difference is 

that the model created by Gwinner (1997) states that three major elements might impact the 

consumer’s experience of the event. The theory takes its standpoint in the event itself and the 

different aspects of the event. Whereby Hans and Björn didn’t directly take that standpoint but 

rather that places should plan the event from the basis of the targeted segment in mind and this 

is the major element that will affect how the participants experience the event.  
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Björn said that event marketing is used to position the place in the mind of the consumer and 

also as a way to attract customers to a place. When planning for the type and characteristic of 

the event both interviewees expresses the importance of timing and planning the event after the 

conditions that is most suitable for the target group in mind, and after the conditions of the 

place and the season.  

 

When it comes to history, traditions and if the event is recurring both interviewees talked about 

events that are recurring for a long time. This is connected to the traditions and the long term 

plan of the events. Today when planning an event due to the modern technology and the use of 

social media, the event manager get immediate feedback if the event was appreciated by the 

event attendees or not. The same feedback will spread to potential future attendees.  

 

In regards to if managers have the attributes of the stakeholders in mind so that those attributes 

interact with the attributes of the events. Both interviewees said that it is not of greatest 

significant to keep track of the attributes. Hans emphasised the importance of a packaged 

experience. It is the events that draws the customer in and the customer will feel satisfaction in 

having the option of attending events if he/she so desire. Events are that special little extra for 

a place.  

 

Objectives/marketing plan 

The collected data supports theory from Crowther (2011) when it comes to the 

objectives/marketing plan of events. The theory states that events are connected with the 

organizations overall marketing plan as well as the objectives are firmly structured and well 

planned. Both Hans and Björn clearly states that event marketing is a big part of the marketing 

plan and that each event have a set of clearly stated goals or objectives.  

 

Both interviewees explained that events are not an easy thing that just happens, but rather a 

long and complex process with negotiations back and forth. This process also happens when 

having a sponsor at the place. Places have this long negotiation process in order to find the 

right sponsor for the place in regards to the place’s values and to see what the sponsor brings 
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to the table, as Hans said. Sometimes as the manager for the place, you have to turn down 

prestigious sponsors because they don’t fit with the values and atmosphere you have for the 

place. The case with the Swedish whisky company at a family friendly place is an example of 

human error where the place managers ignored the original objectives for the place. How the 

final conclusions on in which way that the event are planned and executed will look like 

depends on the circumstances.  

 

Even though it is sometimes tempting to accept sponsors because they are big or well known, 

or offers a great deal or contract. If the answer is “no” to that question, you should not make a 

deal with the sponsor. The example given by Hans about the place that was well known for its 

family friendly atmosphere, signed a contract with a Swedish whisky company, to have a 

restaurant that specialises in whisky to be located at the premises. There it was a contradiction 

between the original values of the place to be family friendly and to have a sponsor that clearly 

is not family friendly. Hans reacted to this decision with scepticism and questioned if it was a 

smart move for the place. 

 

Event quality and stakeholder participation 

The collected data only partially supports theory from Connaughton, et al. (2011) in a small 

extent. Hans said that if needed the stakeholders are a big part of the planning process and 

Björn said that no bigger consideration was given to stakeholders.  

 

How big of a part that stakeholders are in the planning process depends on the event and 

circumstances according to Hans. If the stakeholders are directly or indirectly involved in the 

event, then they are a part of the communication plan. This because the place have a need to 

communicate and inform about the event to make the process as smooth as possible. But at the 

same time, if the stakeholders are not directly a part of the event, then those stakeholders 

thoughts are not vital to the planning process and will not be taken into account.  

 

Event matching place 

The collected data supports theory from Chalip and Green (2001) about the image of the event 

should match the existing image of the place. Both interviewees said that this is something you 

have in mind and work with when planning to host an event.   
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Hans said that it is once again important to remember what the place’s value is. What the place 

stand for. Then you keep these values in mind in all you do. If it is the marketing 

communication in the shape of events or hiring new staff. You have to keep the place’s values 

in mind. The only time a place knowingly contradict the accumulated image and attributes the 

place possess is if the strategically decision is to do so. The benefits that a place may get if it 

stays true to its values and image is that customers and other stakeholders feel trust in the place 

and then becomes loyal. Björn mentions again that it depends on how you want to profile the 

place. If you are, as an event-manager, able to conduct an event that can enhance the status of 

the place, it is an excellent thing. By doing that you can reinforce the status of the place in the 

customers and stakeholders minds, which reinforces the profile. Björn said as well that they 

used to use event to promote specific attributes of the place that the place wants to illuminate.  
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6 Findings and conclusions 
In this chapter our findings and conclusion will be presented. Firstly the findings and 

conclusions for each of the research questions is given.  Then the implication for theory and 

practitioners is presented. The chapter ends with the authors implications for further research.   

 

6.1 Findings for RQ 1: How can the stakeholders that place brands are trying to 
communicate with be described? 
There has been a lot written in the area of place branding. Most of the studies have one thing 

in common, they all come to the conclusion that the stakeholders of the place especially local 

residents play an important role in how the brand will be perceived. Therefore in order to reach 

our purpose, describing the stakeholders place brands communicate with plays an important 

role. The theories relied on to describe the stakeholders are; self-brand connection to a place, 

four main target groups of places, and user group perception of the place.  

 

The theory on self-brand connections suggested that self-brand connections cannot only occur 

towards products but also towards places and that it is something you should work on with all 

the place stakeholders. The empirical data suggests that places works mainly towards visitors 

when it comes to creating self-brand connections. However some distinctions are made in the 

way places communicate with the different stakeholders. An interesting find was that the data 

suggests that the visitor segments at places are not a result of marketing activities. Instead a 

place gets visitors from certain areas and certain segments and then the place adapts their 

marketing activities to create self-brand connections for those segments already visiting, in 

order to get more visitors from the same segments.  

 

All four of the main target groups were considered as important as well as having a close 

relationship with them. The data collected implicates that places considers their largest and 

most influential stakeholders to be the most important to keep a close relationship with. In our 

case study there were two stakeholder groups that stood out from the rest, the visitors and the 

locals.  
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Visitors’ plays a major role since they are the ones you work for, therefore it is important to 

realize the type of visitors the place has, in order to be able to adapt to their needs. Since the 

place adapts to their visitors the visitors become a part in the creation of the place brand.  

 

The locals are important since you have to have them on-board in order to achieve the goals 

the place managers have for the place. But they are not considered in the creation of the place 

image instead they have to adapt to what the place wants to do. However the data shows the 

importance of considering the locals a part of the place brand, they are the ones working at the 

different businesses at the place so they come in contact with the visitors, contradicting what 

the interviewees said. What was interesting here was that both interviewees mentioned the 

importance of the locals feeling comfortable, that you should meet them at a place where they 

feel comfortable, and that they are the first people you should be in contact with before doing 

anything. A close relationship with them is also suggested to render in them speaking well 

about the place.  

 

In this case study the data suggests that media and businesses are of less importance than 

visitors and local residents. Businesses are in our case study seen as less important since it 

seemed like it was a kind of build it and they will come mentality. At the same time the data 

suggests that business is important since the locals are seen as very important and they are the 

ones working at the different businesses. The data also states that if you have a certain 

atmosphere at a place you don’t want to potentially harm it with businesses that aren’t suited 

for the targeted visitor groups. Lastly media was seen as important since it is through media 

they try to reach their target groups. An interesting find when it came to media was that it is 

the place managers that feed the media with information about the place, not only for ads but 

for stories and not the media itself investigating trying to find information but instead they get 

it served to them.    

 

What we consider to be the most interesting find when it comes to the different stakeholder 

groups are that the data shows a strong connection between the four groups. So when working 

with place management the data suggest less focus should be put on separating the four groups, 

instead they should be seen as an entity where every group’s reaction should be considered 

with every activity.  
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The interviewees said that they are not actively trying to communicate different associations to 

different target groups but instead that the natural attributes of the place decide what 

associations the place communicates. However when we dug deeper in to the subject the data 

suggests that they are in fact communicating different associations to different target groups 

during different periods. And that they do it by offering different activities and events that suits 

different audiences. Rendering the conclusion that it is not a conscious decision but rather an 

activity they see as a way to attract more customers when in fact it will lead to different 

associations for different target groups. 

 

Based on the findings above the following conclusions can be drawn in order to answer 

research question number one. How can the stakeholders that place brands are trying to 

communicate with be described? 

 

 Places gets visitors from different geographical and demographical segments and then 

adapt their communication in order to reach more people from those segments already 

visiting the place. 

 Different stakeholder groups are considered by places to be of more or less importance. 

However the level of importance changes depending on the circumstances the place 

faces at the moment. 

 Even though the different segments were considered to be of different importance, the 

data suggests that most activities will affect all the four stakeholder groups rendering 

them almost equally important.  

 Different associations are in fact communicated to different stakeholders and visitor 

segments but it is not a conscious decision. 

 

6.2 Findings for RQ 2: How can the objectives/benefits of event marketing for 
place brands be described? 
To be able to answer this research question we have taken our standpoint in theories that 

describes event marketing, different objectives with events and what benefits that events may 

have. These theories were presented in the conceptual framework.  
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It has been interesting to see how places works with event marketing. Places use event 

marketing for more specific reasons than what we initially believed. The data showed that all 

types of events that places hosts are well planned and thought through. And that the planning 

process is long and complex. Much of the planning and deciding on the type of event and the 

event characteristics, is settled with the target segment, the timing and the conditions for the 

attendees as the basis. This is the foundation that the event planning process takes it primary 

standpoint in. Rather than taking the primary standpoint in the event itself and having the 

previous mentioned foundations as a secondary point of view as the theory by Gwinner (1997) 

implies. By conducting the planning and execution of an event for a place, from this basis, you 

are able to profile the place in the consumers mind and also attract customers.  

 

Marketing events are planned for long term purposes and may be recurring and have a set of 

traditions connected to it. Event-managers can get immediate feedback on an event through 

social media. That feedback, either good or bad, get transferred to potential future customers 

through social media as well. Events for a place can imply that “over and above” extra activity 

that the customers feel satisfaction from in having the option to choose to attend it or not.  

 

Events may include having sponsors at the place’s premises, or that the event is in the sponsors’ 

name (sponsorship).  The planning process in regards to sponsors is also long and complex. 

During that process the place evaluates if it can stand for the sponsor’s values as well as 

negotiate about what the benefit is for the place to have that sponsor. In the end it is the place 

that decides and sets the frames for the sponsor in attempt to make the sponsorship as optimized 

as possible.   

 

Stakeholders doesn’t have such a big participation part in the planning and execution of the 

event as the theory suggests that they should have. If the stakeholders are specifically needed 

for a specific thing then that stakeholder group are included in the process, but not otherwise. 

If not, then that group is treated as potential customers that can attend the event.  

 

One big benefit for places when hosting events is the influence that events have on the place’s 

brand’s image. The image reflects what the place’s value is and what the place stands for. So 
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when hosting events places have in mind the accumulated associations and image that is 

already attached to the place and works with that. You can use event as a tool for strategic 

decisions that enhances or changes the place brand image. This in turn can help a place to 

firmly profile itself in the minds of the consumers. If the event helps to enhance and build upon 

the already existing image of the place brand, then this creates trust and loyalty for the 

stakeholders. Events are also used to promote certain attributes of the place that the place wants 

to illuminate.  

 

Based on the findings above the following conclusions can be drawn in order to answer 

research question number two: How can the objectives/benefits of event marketing for place 

brands be described? 

 

 Places conduct well planned, long termed events and sponsorships with firmly set 

objectives.  

 When planning events and sponsorships, places have the target segments, the 

conditions for those, and the season as a foundation. The event is based on that 

foundation in order to make the event as appealing to the consumers as possible. 

- By planning on this foundation, you can profile the place in the mind of the 

consumer. 

 By social media the event-manager gets valuable immediate feedback that will transfer 

to potential future event attendees as well.  

 Events for a place can imply that “over and above” extra activity that the customers feel 

satisfaction from. 

 Sponsorships and events add value to the place brand. 

 Stakeholders are a big part of the planning process if specifically needed. 

 Events add to the place brand’s image. 

- The added value on image helps create trust and loyalty among stakeholders. 

- Events can be used as a tool for strategic decisions that enhances or changes the 

place brand’s image. 

 Events can be used to attract customers and illuminate a certain aspect of a place 
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6.3 Implications for theory 
The purpose of this thesis was to provide a better understanding on how event marketing is 

used to communicate place brands. In order to reach this purpose we have stated two research 

questions. The first research question handles the important role of different stakeholders that 

place brands try to communicate with. The second research question handles how place uses 

event marketing to communicate the place brand. Neither of the research questions is just 

exploratory or descriptive, instead RQ1 and RQ2 are to some extent both exploratory and 

descriptive in nature. Therefore the thesis itself is both exploratory and descriptive. The 

descriptive nature of the research questions lies in the fact that the thesis tries to describe the 

stakeholders places communicate with as well as one of the tools places use to communicate 

i.e. event marketing. It is exploratory since the thesis handles two subjects that are usually 

treated separately, stakeholders and event marketing in connection to place brands.  

 

6.4 Implications for practitioners 
Based on the findings the collected data have provide, we recommend place managers to 

consider the following suggestions. 

 

 Place managers should consider the stakeholders as a unity instead of separated groups 

and that the decision making towards one of the groups will transfer to all of them.  

 Place managers should consider that different associations are in fact communicated to 

different stakeholders and visitor segments but it is not a conscious decision. By doing 

this in a more conscious way the managers can optimize the effect.  

 Places should consider to look closer at the places different stakeholder groups and their 

different attached attributes in order to optimize the promotion to that group.  

 Place manager should consider to have a good relationship to the media and feed the 

media with information that the place want to enlighten, due to the business climate of 

media where it is up to the public to provide media with information.  

 Place managers should consider to consult with the local stakeholders before making 

major decisions that will affect the place.  

 Place managers should consider the type of businesses at the place and if those 

businesses is in line with what the place wants to stand for and be associated with. 
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 Place managers should consider event marketing as a strategic tool for communicating 

the place brand. Well-planned and firmly structured events can be used by the place to: 

- Attract customers. 

- Build/enhance brand image. 

- Create trust and loyalty. 

- Profile the place in the mind of the consumer. 

- illuminate certain aspects/attributes of the place. 

 Place managers should consider to construct the event using the attributes of the event 

attendees as a starting point.  

 

6.5 Implications for further research 
This section of the thesis is our recommendation for further research. The suggestions 

presented in this section are based on gaps in research as well as areas that our study treats but 

needs further investigation, in order to further explore the topic and confirm our findings. 

 

 How can a series of consistent events influence the place brand image? 

 A study that have a similar purpose and approach as this thesis but looks at it from the 

opposite perspective, i.e. the stakeholder’s perspective instead of the place’s 

perspective. 

 A study that have a similar purpose and approach as this thesis but get the empirical 

data from different cases and not ski-resorts in order to see if the data can be 

generalised. 

 A re-evaluation or adaptation of Gwinner’s model (1997) as the data suggest that the 

starting point should be the attributes of the event attendees and not the event itself.  
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Appendix 1: Interview guide, Swedish 

  
RQ 1: How can the stakeholders that place brands are trying to communicate with be 

described? 

 

1 Self-brand connections 

 

.1 A) (Förklarar konceptet om att människor känner samhörighet med en plats så är det mer 

sannolikt att den människan delar sina positiva tankar om platsen med andra) 

 

Har ni detta koncept eller liknande i åtanke när ni jobbar med att marknadsföra era platser? 

Varför/varför inte? Hur jobbar ni med det? 

 

.1 B) Gör ni skillnad mellan olika intressenter när ni jobbar med det tidigare nämnda konceptet? 

Tex mellan turister, lokalbor, företag etc. Varför/varför inte? Hur jobbar ni med det? 

 

2. Four main target groups 

 

.2 A) Hur kategoriserar ni era intressegrupper? Varför/varför inte? Hur jobbar ni med det? 

 

.2 B) Hur är er relation till: 

- Turister  

- Lokalbor /arbetare  

- Företag/industrier  

- Media 



 

 

.2 C) Hur samarbetar ni med lokalborna i det pågående arbetet med att skapa en image för en 

av era platser? 

 

.2 D) Hur viktigt anser ni att det är att ha lokalbornas stöd i arbetet med att utveckla platsens 

image? 

 

.2 E) Anser ni att ni har lokalbornas stöd? Varför/varför inte? Hur jobbar ni med det? 

 

3. User-groups 

 

.3 A) (Börjar med att beskriva/förklara teorin om att man kan få olika målgrupper att uppfatta 

en plats på olika sätt) 

 

Försöker ni skapa olika associationer av en specifik plats till olika målgrupper? Varför/varför 

inte? Hur jobbar ni med det? 

 

.3 B) Vilken marknadsföringsaktivitet riktar ni till vilken målgrupp? 

 

.3 C) Vilken/vilka associationer vill ni förmedla till de olika målgrupperna? 

 

 

RQ 2: How can the objectives/benefits of event marketing for place brands be described? 

 

4. Relationship model 

 

.4 A) Är event marknadsföring en del av er marknadsföringsplan? Varför/varför inte? Hur 

jobbar ni med det? 



 

 

 

(Eventuellt förklarar vi definitioner om vad vi menar med event och ger exempel) 

.4 B) Vilken typ av event använder ni er av? 

- Musik 

- Afterski  

- Sport  

- Etc. 

.4 C) Hur är eventen utformade? 

- Storlek  

- Utomhus/Inomhus  

- Traditioner i samband med eventet  

- Vilka deltagare är närvarande (professionella, lokala, amatörer, etc) 

.4 D) Hur ser eventets historia ut? Är det återkommande? 

 

.4 E) Har ni platsens egenskaper och intressenter i åtanke när ni utformar/skapar ett event så 

att eventets egenskaper matcher med platsens? Varför/varför inte? Hur jobbar ni med det? 

 

.4 F) Finns det flera event som är återkommande? Vilka event och varför just dessa? Om inte 

varför inte? 

 

5. Objectives / Marketing plan 

 

.5 A) När ni planerar event, har ni aktiva mål med eventet ni försöker uppfylla? Varför/varför 

inte? Hur jobbar ni med det? (Med aktiva mål menar vi mål som man aktivt försöker uppfylla)  

 

.5 B) När ni arbetar med sponsorer under era event: 

- Finns det specifika mål med de sponsorer ni tar in? Förklara dessa mål. 



 

 

- Är sponsorerna aktiva i att sätta upp mål och struktur av eventet eller bör de förhålla 

sig till era mål? Förklara. 

 

6 Event quality and stakeholder participation 

.6 A) Hur delaktiga är era intressenter i planering och utförande av event? 

 

7. Events matching place 

7 A) Har ni den redan existerande imagen av platsen i åtanke när ni använder er av 

eventmarknadsföring? Varför/varför inte? Hur jobbar ni med det? 

- Försöker ni matcha platsens image med eventets image? 

  



 

 

Appendix 2: Interview guide, English 
 

RQ 1: How can the stakeholders that place brands are trying to communicate with be 

described? 

 

1. Self-brand connections 

 

.1 A) (Explain the concept of how when people feel connected to a place they are more likely 

to share positive thoughts of the place to others). 

 

Do you have this concept or similar concepts in mind when working with the marketing your 

places?  

Why/ why not? How do you work with it? 

 

.1 B) Do you differentiate between different stakeholders when working with the above-

mentioned concept? For example between tourists, locals, companies etc. Why/ why not? How 

do you work with it? 

 

2. Four main target groups 

 

.2 A) How do you categorize your different stakeholder groups? Why/ why not? How do you 

work with it? 

 

.2 B) How is your relation to: 

- Tourists 

- Locals/ workers 

- Companies/ industries 

- Media 

 



 

 

.2 C) How do you cooperate with local residents in the ongoing work of creating an image for 

one of your places? 

 

.2 D) How important do you consider the support of local residents to be when working with 

the development of creating a places image? 

 

.2 E) In your opinion, do you have the local residents support? Why/ why not? How do you 

work with it? 

 

3. User-groups 

 

.3 A) (Start by explaining the theory that says that you can get different target groups to see a 

place in different ways) 

 

Do you try to create different associations of one and the same place for different target groups? 

Why/ why not? How do you work with it? 

 

.3 B) What marketing activity is aimed at what target group? 

 

.3 C) What associations do you want to pass on to the different target groups? 

 

 

RQ 3: How can the objectives/benefits of event marketing for place brands be described? 

 

4. Relationship model 

 



 

 

.4 A) Is event marketing a part of your marketing plan? Why/ why not? How do you work with 

it? 

 

(Might have to define what we mean by event and give examples) 

 

 .4 B) What type of events do you use? 

- Music 

- Afterski 

- Sport 

- Etc. 

.4 C) How can the events be described in terms of: 

- Size 

- Outdoors/indoors 

- Traditions in connection to events 

- What type participants are present (professional’s, locals, amateurs, etc) 

 

.4 D) What is the history of the event? Is it reoccurring?   

 

.4 E) Do you have the attributes and stakeholders of the place in consideration when forming/ 

creating an event, so that the attributes of the event matches those of the place? Why/ why not? 

How do you work with it? 

 

.4 F) Are there several events that are reoccurring? What events and why these specific events? 

If not then why not? 

 

5. Objectives / Marketing plan 

 



 

 

.5 A) When you plan an event do you set up active goals with the event that you try to fulfil? 

Why/ why not? How do you work with it? (By active goals we mean goals that are actively 

tried to fulfil)  

 

.5 B) When working with sponsors in your events: 

- Are there specific goals with the sponsors you bring in? Explain these goals 

- Are the sponsors active in setting up goals and the structure of the event or should they 

align with the goals set up by you? Explain. 

 

6 Event quality and stakeholder participation 

 

.6 A) How much a part of the planning process are your stakeholders in the planning and 

execution of the event? 

 

7. Events matching place 

 

.7. A) Do you have the already existing image of the place in mind when using event 

marketing? Why/ why not? How do you work with it? 

- Do you try to match the place image with the event image? 

 

 


